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For starters…
I have already recommended
Eversheds H&S team, now my
entire Exec and Board will also do
so....! We got a great result and
can now spend cash that would
have gone on a fine, on the proper
matter of improving our HSE
culture so that we are a better
organisation for all (colleagues,
the public, customers). Thank you.
General Counsel, FTSE 100 Company

Our Environment Health and Safety (EHS) team is
consistently ranked in the top tier by the UK legal directories.
A prominent force across the food and beverage,
retail, hotels and leisure sectors; our food safety
lawyers are calm under pressure and comfortable
at all levels from boardroom to factory floor.
We have a strong reputation with the enforcement
agencies as we will vigorously fight the issues that
matter but will be honest about shortcomings
where that evidence is incontrovertible.

Super-bright, hard working
lawyers, as well as people
you can talk to, chat with!
Working with people like that
makes matters like this (not
pleasant for any organisation)
manageable and far less
stressful. No airs and graces
- only great results, hard work
and plenty of humour and
humility.
General Counsel, FTSE 100 Company
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A taste of our
experience

How can we
help you?

Food Safety Criminal
defence work

Advice on regulatory compliance
and policy development

Our team can:

Failure to comply with applicable food law can attract
a hefty financial penalty, as well as damage to your
reputation and relationship with employees, customers,
regulatory bodies, shareholders, media and the local
community.

Our Food Safety lawyers advise on policy development for
a range of clients and have supported a government body
on food safety publications.

Our extensive experience within this field means that we
are able to advise you following an incident, assisting with
the handling of internal investigations and any resulting
prosecution in a sensitive manner.
Our team has a wealth of experience across both
contentious and non-contentious areas in the food sector,
including advising a variety of organisations on:

This includes providing guidance on food and drink
labelling (including alcoholic drinks and organic products)
through to creating and maintaining effective allergen
control plans.
We also advise clients new to the food sector on matters
ranging from the role of a Food Business Operator, the
benefits of a Primary Authority and Home Authority
relationship, through to the regulatory framework
governing their business.

unsafe and substandard food

–

unhygienic premises and emergency measures such
as premises closures

–

date coding

Product recall

–

underage sales

–

significant health and safety incidents

–

mislabelling of food products

–

allergen control

We are frequently called upon to act in food safety recall
cases. In recent years, we have seen an overall increase in
recalls across the food sector. Certainly, no food business
is immune from the risk, however committed to safety
and quality.

–

food poisoning outbreaks

–

contamination of food by foreign objects

–

deliberate sabotage

–

rodent and other infestations

How you handle the first 48 hours of a food safety incident
is critical. We have experience of advising on and assisting
food businesses to manage recalls of a wide range of
products, caused by a number of issues from mis-labelling
to malicious contamination, including involvement in the
largest industry-wide recalls such as horsemeat.

–

multi-jurisdiction compliance issues, including
labelling and composition and comparative
enforcement

We can also assist food businesses with food recall plans,
so they are prepared to act if a situation arises, and offer
food sector specific recall training.

–

investigations by Trading Standards under the
Weights and Measures Act 1985

Client training

investigations by the Groceries Code Adjudicator

–

health and nutrition claims

–

assist you with both contentious and noncontentious matters, including compliance and risk
management advice on food safety and hygiene,
consumer protection, labelling and product safety

–

offer a full service approach. We will get to know
your business and offer pragmatic solutions to
problems faced

–

assist with matters wherever you are based. Our
team in the UK is spread across the regions and we
have global reach

–

protect your brand and reputation. We have
significant crisis management experience

–

work with you to review lessons learnt from any
incident to prevent a reoccurrence

–

provide 24/7 support on urgent matters such as
dawn raids via our crisis hotline

We provide a range of training courses and briefings to
help you achieve compliance with the many regulations in
food safety law. Our training sessions are interactive, lively
and are based on ‘real life scenarios’.
Our experienced lawyers are regular speakers at sectorbased events. We are a committee member of the Food
Law Group and Campden BRI.
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support you with any aspect of an investigation or
prosecution by a regulator. Our team has a range
of experience with different regulatory bodies
including the HSE, local authorities, the Food
Standards Agency, Drinking Water Inspectorate and
the Groceries Code Adjudicator

We are able to review policies and procedures to ensure
active and effective compliance within food organisations
on a day-to-day basis.

–

–

–

Eversheds Sutherland’s
Health and Safety
team is ranked in Band
1 of Chambers &
Partners and Tier 1 of
the Legal 500

High level of
expertise and
approachable
fee earners
Senior in-house
lawyer, FTSE 100
company
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Key contacts
For more information, please contact:
Kevin Elliott
Partner
T: +44 773 312 6152
kevinelliott@eversheds-sutherland.com
Tim Hill
Partner
T: +44 191 241 6473
timhill@eversheds-sutherland.com
Catherine Henney
Principal Associate
T: +44 161 831 8583
catherinehenney@eversheds-sutherland.com
Natascha Gaut
Senior Associate
T: +44 121 232 1206
nataschagaut@eversheds-sutherland.com
Sarah Valentine
Senior Associate
T: +44 20 7919 0833
sarahvalentine@eversheds-sutherland.com
Claire Watson
Associate
T: +44 191 241 6389
clairewatson@eversheds-sutherland.com

Product Recall
Richard Matthews
Partner
T: +44 113 200 4372
richardmatthews@eversheds-sutherland.com
Deborah Polden
Principal Associate
T: +44 113 200 4160
deborahpolden@eversheds-sutherland.com
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Friendly, pragmatic
advice and a real
sense that you are
interested in investing
the time to understand
our business in order
to align your advice to
our needs.
Head of Legal, UK Subsidiary of
US Global Company.

Commercially
astute and
practical advice
that offers
excellent value
for money.
General Counsel, FTSE 100
company

Call Eversheds Sutherland crisis
hotline on this number:

+44 20 7919 0828
The actions you take immediately after a crisis breaks are the
most important. Call our 24-hour crisis hotline and we will
ensure that you are on the road to recovery immediately.
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